
Garden-Group Bispefarmen

Commissary
(Draft-Proposal for debate-orientation on (upcoming) Common-house (item 5a) 

on General-Assmbl. 3/3 + submission to 1st Board meeting 10/3 - 2024)

"Lecture-and Green Café in Fælleshus-i det Fri” - Committee

Purpose/Vision: 1. To establish the association's annually recurring green and agricultural 
mutually inspiring resident-social and generally enlightening use of Fælleshuset-i-det-Fri in 
Bispeparken throughout the garden season. Including also like e.g. climate, environment and health
awareness-raising themes - Through traditional volunteer lectures and/or more direct dialogue and 
debate-meetings etc. 2. Also to organize and maintain the association's lighter culinary and 
service-oriented outdoor Green Café-and camping-like/mobile sales activities at the holding/end of 
the above-mentioned events - Through use of the *Outdoor Kitchen and Serving facilities. The 
garden group's own members can take turns to be invited as annually recurring lecturers. A 
broader thematic connection can also be aimed for.

Areas of responsibility/Organisation:
1. Own committee meetings as needed – Cooperation with the Garden Group's Board and 
**Bispeparken's Board – Maybe cooperation with the Party-and Kitchen Committee (***and 
possibly the Excursions Committee) Preferably with a focus on green health. For example, organize
the sale of small lunch-salads/grov-bread/'Healthy' cakes/Snacks/Drinks - (Green-/herb-) tea and 
coffee etc. In collaboration with the Kitchen-and Party Committee/Garden Group's Board, prepare 
an overall annual budget proposal for urgent needs for catering for the establishment and ongoing 
operation of the "Green-Café-after-lecture"- events and maybe 'food plan-guidance'.
2. Prepare annual list/programme/invitation of lecturers. - First perhaps among the Garden-Groups 
own members who can be presented in the Newsletter or/and Bispeparkens Newsletter/-Homepage 
etc. - With e.g. small introductory local tour-presentation of own garden/own growing facilities in 
Bispeparken/Bispefarmen, perhaps followed by more relaxed conversation about Garden/ Cultiva-
tion box/Greenhouse-use. But also invite Bispeparkens residents who are interested in talking about
their balcony-cultivation. Furthermore, only the imagination sets limits for speakers relevant to the 
purpose, supplemented by other exciting speakers coming from outside and perhaps even debate-
creating speakers. The lecturer can choose additional informative and inspiring detailed presentation
of image and film material on e.g. his mobile/tablet.
3. Continually ensure, include and implement general safety-considerations in relation to larger 
gatherings and use of the outdoor kitchen facilities. Fire-regulations/emergency exits/fire blankets
/first aid boxes

*Eg. electrical power supply (preferably in a locker perhaps, like Bispefarmen's outdoor plug by the
gardens etc.) - for Hobs/Serving-Desk/Table/Kitchen-Sink etc. - *if/when such is hopefully 
established cf. ongoing agreements/pleasant correspondence/conversation with the Architects 
behind the Common House/Bispeparken Board)
**Possibly. create a booking/calendar system: The Board of the Bispeparken is still working with 
the 'booking system' (Feb 2024)
*** if, for example, you arrange a lecture visit to an garden owner outside to learn in practice about 
"Compost treatment" and would like to bring sandwiches etc. to offer afterwards etc.)



§: The committee belongs to the Board of the Garden Group, is for all residents of Bispeparken. 
Participation in "Lecture-and Green Café in Fælleshus-i-det-Fri - Committee” thus does not require 
membership of the Garden-Group, but does not exclude it either. As a starting point, you are 
therefore always offered, upon admission to the committee, simultaneous full membership (free, 
until otherwise agreed) in Bispefarmen (with possible garden/greenhouse waiting list listing, 
cultivation box option, etc.) and are then free to choose.

§ The group constitutes itself once a year right after the General Meeting (end of March at the 
latest) with the appointment of a rope holder and deputy rope holder

§ The group cannot dispose of funds independently. If necessary, it will be agreed in each individual
case beforehand with the Association Bispeparkens Havegruppe's Board and the ”Kitchen and 
Party Committee” (***Possibly Excursion-Committee) Annual budget-meeting with the Garden-
Groups Board (Nov/Dec) about the "Lecture and Green Café in the Common House in the Free 
Committee"s overall needs for financial support for ingredients/beverages and other necessary 
catering needs for the operation of the Grøn-Café-after-lecture in Fælleshus-in the Open-air.

§ The group has the right to make proposals to the board of the Foreningen Bispeparkens 
Havegruppe, which will subsequently consider the group's proposals at the next board meeting, and 
then give feedback to the group.

§ Contact for "Lecture and Green Café in Fælleshus-i det Fri-Committee” is made by contacting the
Association Bispeparkens Garden Group's Board at - bispefarmen@gmail.com

§ The commissary can be continuously updated by the Garden Group's Board and adjusted 
according to the suggestions and needs of the currently delegated members. The date indication in 
the file name is changed in step with this, so that there is always agreement between the most 
recently updated Commissorium and the date indication in the file name. The older editions 
can/should be archived for the sake of history preservation.


